Obesity and chemotherapy administration: between empiric and mathematic method review.
Introduction: Obesity is a major risk factor for chronic disease and cancer development. Therapeutic management of obese patients with cancer is a real challenge for physician because of the alteration of antineoplastic pharmacokinetics parameters in this population. In routine clinical practices, chemotherapy doses in obese patients are arbitrarily capped or adjusted to an ideal weight to minimize excessive toxicities. Material and methods: The main goal of this review is to describe the current state of knowledge concerning the correlation between the adjustment of BSA (capping or ideal weight) and the rates of global toxicities and survival outcomes in obese patients under chemotherapy in different types of cancer. We searched in the Medline database (via PubMed) in order to identify all publications of literature reviews whose subject chemotherapy dosing in obese population. Results: Only a single study was pointing toward increased of global toxicities of full weight dosing. Furthermore, some studies suggests that the practice of limiting doses in overweight and obese patients may negatively influence the quality of care and outcomes in a constantly increasing population. Conclusion: This review highlights the lack of prospective studies focusing on chemotherapy methods of administration in obese patients. At this time, there is no prospective study comparing capping and full weight dose chemotherapy administration in obese patient population.